The Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) is a well studied text transformation widely used in data compression and text indexing. The BWT of two strings can also provide similarity measures between them, based on the observation that the more their symbols are intermixed in the transformation, the more the strings are similar. In this article we present two new algorithms to compute similarity measures based on the BWT for string collections. In particular, we present practical and theoretical improvements to the computation of the Burrows-Wheeler similarity distribution for all pairs of strings in a collection. Our algorithms take advantage of the BWT computed for the concatenation of all strings, and use compressed data structures that allow reducing the running time with a small memory footprint, as shown by a set of experiments with real and artificial datasets.
Introduction
Comparing strings is one of the most fundamental tasks in Bioinformatics and Information Retrieval [27, 14, 2] . While there exist many measures of similarity between strings, alignment-based measures are widely used in Bioinformatics because they are very good in capturing the conservation of blocks of DNA and protein sequences. They are, however, computationally intensive to evaluate. With current databases of biological sequences at the order of hundreds of gigabytes, alternatives have been proposed both as faster, heuristic algorithms and as easier to compute similarity measures [32, 33, 3, 25, 11] .
The Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [4] is a reversible transformation of a string that tends to group identical symbols into runs by exploiting context regularities. The intuition of using the BWT as a means to evaluate distance between strings S 1 and S 2 is that the more the symbols in the concatenation of S 1 and S 2 are intermixed by the transformation, the greater the number of shared substrings and the more similar S 1 and S 2 are.
A class of similarity measures was defined by Mantaci et al. [17] over an extension of the Burrows-Wheeler transform for string collections, called eBWT [16] . Later, Yang et al. [34, 35] recrafted the method by Mantaci et al. and introduced the Burrows-Wheeler similarity distribution (BWSD) of two strings S 1 and S 2 based on the BWT of their concatenation. The authors evaluated similarity measures based on the expectation and Shannon entropy of the BWSD to efficiently construct phylogenetic trees for DNA and protein sequences, thus contributing to an alternative to alignment-based similarity measure among biological sequences.
In this article we present two new algorithms to compute the BurrowsWheeler similarity distribution and we show how to efficiently compute BWSDbased distances among all pairs of strings in a collection. Our algorithms compute the BWT for the concatenation of all strings only once, instead of the pairwise construction of BWTs proposed by Yang [34, 35] , and use compressed data structures that allow reductions of the running time while still keeping a small memory usage, as shown by a set of experiments with real and artificial datasets. We also present both space-efficient alternatives and parallel versions of our algorithms, that achieved good time/space trade-off and speedup factors in our experiments, thus enabling the evaluation of the measure at larger scales.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces concepts and notations. Section 3 presents the BWSD and their similarity measures. Sections 4 and 5 describe our algorithms with theoretical analysis and implementation alternatives. Section 6 presents experimental results and Section 7 concludes the article.
Background
Let S[1, n] be a string of length |S| = n over an ordered alphabet Σ of size σ. The i-th symbol of S is denoted by S[i], with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The substring
is the suffix of S that starts at position i. We assume that S[n] = $ is a terminator symbol which is not present elsewhere in S and precedes every other symbol in Σ. Juxtaposition is the concatenation operator of strings or symbols.
Suffix array and BWT
The suffix array (SA) [15, 9] of a string S[1, n] is an array of integers in the range [1, n] that gives the lexicographic order of all suffixes of S such that S[SA [1] , n] < S[SA [2] , n] < . . . < S[SA [n] , n]. The suffix array may be constructed in O(n) time using O(σ lg n) bits of workspace [26] , which is optimal for strings from constant size alphabets.
The Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [4] of a string S is a reversible transformation that tends to group identical symbols into runs. It is constructed by sorting the n circular shifts (conjugates) of S, aligning them columnwise and taking the last column as the BWT. Alternatively, the BWT may be obtained concatenating the symbols of S that precede each suffix in the lexicographical order. Therefore, the BWT may be defined in terms of the suffix array of S, such that
We define the context i of the BWT as the prefix of the i-th sorted suffix up to and including the terminal symbol $. The BWT can be obtained from S and SA (Equation 1) or it can be computed directly, without computing SA, in O(n) time [30] using O(n lg σ) bits of workspace [21] .
The BWT is a well studied text transformation and it is at the heart of many recent advances in string processing (see [1, 27, 14, 23] ). The grouping effect of the BWT is used to improve data compression [18] . It is also important to the construction of efficient compressed indices for strings [5, 24] .
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the BWTs and the contexts for S 1 = banana$ and S 2 = anaba$.
String collections
Let S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S d } be a collection of d strings of lengths n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n d over an alphabet Σ. The total length of S is N = d i=1 n i . The suffix array for collection S can be obtained by computing the SA of the concatenated string Figure 1(c) shows the BWT, the document array and the contexts for
The suffix array for S may be constructed in optimal O(N ) time using O(σ lg N ) workspace on S cat without replacing the terminators by distinct symbols and, as consequence, without increasing the alphabet size, while still preserving the order among equal contexts [12] . The document array for S can be computed in O(N ) time using O(1) workspace along the construction of the suffix array for
Rank/select queries and RMQ
A rank query on a bitvector B [1, n] , denoted by rank 1 (B, i), returns the number of occurrences of bit 1 in B [1, i] . A select query on a bitvector B [1, n] , denoted by select 1 (B, i), returns the position of the i-th occurrence of bit 1 in B [1, n] . B can be preprocessed in O(n) time so that rank/select queries are supported in O(1) time using o(n) bits of additional space [19] .
A wavelet tree [10] for an array A[1, n] with σ distinct symbols supports rank/select queries in O(lg σ) time. The wavelet tree uses n lg σ + o(n lg σ) bits of space and can be built in O(n lg σ √ lg n ) time [20] . A range minimum query (rmq) on an array A[1, n] returns the smallest value in a given interval of A, that is, rmq(i, j) = min i<k≤j {A[k]} for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, whereas a range maximum query (RMQ) returns the largest value in a given interval. The rmq and RMQ operations may be solved in constant time [7, 28] with a linear time preprocessing using 2n + o(n) bits of space [6] .
Burrows-Wheeler Similarity Distribution
The Burrows-Wheeler similarity distribution (BWSD) of a pair of strings S 1 and S 2 is constructed as follows. Given the BWT of S cat = S 1 S 2 , we create a bitvector α 1,2 of size n 1 + n 2 such that α 1, The bitvector α 1,2 may be represented as a sequence of runs in the form
, where i kj indicates that i repeats k j times and such that only k 1 and k m+1 may be zero. Note that |r 1,2 | = m + 1 is at most 2 · (min(n 1 , n 2 ) + 1). Let t kj be the sum of the number of occurrences of 0 kj and 1 kj in r 1,2 . The largest possible value for k j is k max = max(n 1 , n 2 ). Let s = t 1 + t 2 + . . . + t kj + . . . + t kmax . Definition 1. BWSD(S 1 , S 2 ) is the probability mass function P {k j = k} = t k /s for k = 1, 2, . . . , k max .
For example, given strings S 1 = banana$ 1 and S 2 = anaba$ 2 shown in Figure 1 , we have
Therefore, t 1 = 9, t 2 = 2 and s = 11. The BWSD(S 1 , S 2 ) is P {k j = 1} = 9/11, P {k j = 2} = 2/11.
Yang et al. [34, 35] defined the following similarity measures based on the BWSD to compare S 1 and S 2 .
We remark that if S 1 is equal to S 2 , then the BWSD is P {k j = 1} = n1+n2 n1+n2 = 1 and
Also, note that α 1,2 is equal to the complement of α 2,1 , then both have the same distribution and
for any two strings.
Straightforward algorithm: O(dN ) time
The Burrows-Wheeler similarity distribution of S 1 and S 2 can be computed straightforward [34, 35] by first building the BWT of S cat = S 1 S 2 and the bitvector α 1,2 , then obtaining t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t kmax and s. The BWT and α 1,2 may be constructed in linear time and computing t kj also takes linear time. Therefore computing BWSD(
Given a collection of d strings of total length N = n 1 + n 2 + · · · + n d , computing the matrix M d×d with all pairs of distances (upper triangular matrix) will take
Algorithm 1: O(dN ) time

Algorithm 1 concatenates all strings into
Then it computes the BWT and the document array DA of S cat . In the sequel, the algorithm
and builds an O(1) rank/select data structure over each B i . The algorithm then proceeds line by line on the matrix M d×d . To evaluate the distances among S i and S j>i , the algorithm selects the intervals over DA[1, N ] that contain consecutive occurrences of i. For each interval [q s , q e ] the algorithm counts the k j occurrences of j, which corresponds to the existence of the run 0 1 1 kj 0 1 in the sequence of runs r i,j for S i and S j . The runs 0 j +1 are computed whenever j consecutive intervals of i do not contain any occurrence of j. We select the intervals by performing select queries of B i [1, N ], and we count the occurrences of j by performing rank queries over B j [q s , q e ]. Given a collection of strings S = {S 1 , S 2 . . . , S d } as input, Algorithm 1 outputs a strictly upper triangular matrix M d×d , where each entry
, the algorithm sets q e such that DA[q e ] corresponds to the p-th value equal to i in DA[1, N ] (Line 8).
At the end of the iteration, q s receives q e (Line 19).
Then, given the current interval DA[q s , q e ], for each j ∈ [i + 1, d] (Line 9), it counts the number of j's in the interval by computing rank 1 (B j , q e ) − rank 1 (B j , q s ) and stores it in k j (Line 10). If k j > 0 it means that the run 0 j 1 kj occurs in r i,j , thus t j kj and t We remark that the second rank operation rank 1 (B j , q s ) of Line 10 at iteration p can be avoided by storing the result of the first rank operation, rank 1 (B j , q e ), of iteration p − 1, where q e was equal to q s . The same idea can be applied for Line 22. Another practical improvement can be achieved by storing, in an auxiliary array of size N , for each position DA[i] = j the position of next value equal to j in DA[i + 1, N ], such that, in the for loop of Line 9, whenever the next position equal to j in DA is greater than q e , we can avoid two rank operations and go directly to Line 16 (in this case k j = 0).
Theoretical costs
BWT and DA can be computed in O(N ) time using O(σ lg N ) bits of workspace [12] . The construction of all bitvectors B i The workspace used by the algorithm is N lg σ bits for S cat , N lg σ bits for the BWT, dN + o(dN ) bits for the bitvectors, and 2 · (d lg(max(k j ))) bits for the lists k j , j , and d · (max(k j ) lg(max(k j ))) bits to store all counters t j kj , where max(k j ) is bounded by longest string length in the collection. We remark that after computing the bitvectors, the space of DA can be released.
Algorithm 1: Compute Distances
Data: N ] will be very sparse, containing exactly n i bits equal to 1. We discuss two space-efficient alternatives to reduce the workspace of Algorithm 1.
Sparse bitvectors. We can use Elias-Fano compressed bitvectors with rank/select support [29] , such that each B i will take n i lg N ni + 1.92n i + o(n i ) bits of space. The total space will be reduced to 
Parallel version
The for loop of Line 3 can be parallelized to compute at the same time all lines of matrix M d×d using multiple threads. To this end, each thread may have a local copy of variables q s , q e , lists k j and j , and counters t j kj , while the bitvectors B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B d with rank/select support (or the wavelet tree), and the output matrix M d×d can be shared. The total running time will be reduced to O(dN/p), where p is the number of threads. On the other hand, the workspace will increase to p·(2·d lg(max(k j ))) bits for the local lists and p·(d·max(k j ) lg N ) bits for the counters.
Algorithm 2: O(n + z) time
Given a collection of unsimilar strings S = {S 1 , S 2 . . . , S d } as input, the number of runs in all r i,j , say z, is much smaller than the maximal possible O(dN ). In the extreme case each B i consists of only three runs 0 N1 1 ni 0 N2 , with N 1 + n i + N 2 = N , and the sum of all runs is therefore as small as z = d 2 − d. However, Algorithm 1 would still require O(dN ) steps to count all runs in this case. We will show how to improve the running time to O(N + z) using the document-listing solution by Muthukrishnan, 2002 [22] that allow us to find all r distinct documents in a given interval of DA in O(r) time.
Algorithm 2 concatenates all strings into S cat = S 1 S 2 . . . S d , and computes the BWT and the document array DA of S cat . Then, it computes the auxiliary arrays prev [ The algorithm solves the document listing problem using rmq prev and RMQ next to determine all r distinct documents that occurs in the interval DA[q s , q e ] in O(r) time. For each distinct document S j , it adds to the Stack the tuple j, a j , b j corresponding to S j and their leftmost and rightmost positions in the interval DA[q s , q e ] (Line 9). Then, for each tuple in the Stack, it pops j, a j , b j and computes the frequency k j of values equal to j in DA[q s , q e ] using the values in positions a j and b j of array R (Line 12).
In order to compute only the upper triangular matrix of M d×d , it computes the minimum i and maximum j values between i and j (Lines 13 and 14) and the counter t i ,j kj is increased by one (Line 15). At the end, the algorithm invokes the computation of the distance measure from the counters t i,j for each pair S i , S j>i (Lines 18-22) .
We remark that during step q s , with DA[q s ] = i, it is not necessary maintaining the counters of runs 0 j that correspond to string S i as this is calculated symmetrically in a next step when other strings DA[q s ] = i are traversed.
Theoretical costs
The precomputation of BWT, DA, R, prev, next, rmq prev , RMQ next and requires O(N ) time and space. Generating all intervals requires 
Implementation alternatives
Algorithm 2 uses a quadratic matrix to store the counters t i,j kj in memory, which is a clear spot for improvement in this strategy.
Lightweight version. We can rewrite Algorithm 2 to first compute distances between string S i and S j>i regarding only positions where DA[q s ] is equal to i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Therefore, no quadratic matrix structure is needed because the counters t i,j kj will always refer to the same S i in iteration i and we can replace them by t j kj as in Algorithm 1. However, the theoretical running time will increase to O(dN ) because we have to scan DA[1, N ] d times.
Parallel version
The for loop of Line 6 can be parallelized to compute all lines of matrix M d×d using multiple threads. Again, each thread may have a local copy of variables q s , q e , i, list k j and a local Stack. The matrix of the counters t i,j can be shared with locks on writing operations (Line 15). The arrays R, prev, next and DA, the RMQ and rmq data structures, and the output matrix M d×d can be shared. The total running time will be reduced to O((N + z)/p), where p is the number of threads. The workspace will increase to p · (d lg(max(k j ))) bits for the local lists and p · O(d lg N ) bits for the local stacks.
Experiments
We have analyzed the performance of the algorithms for computing the upper triangular entries of matrix M d×d . We computed the expectation based distance D M (Definition 2). We compared the straightforward approach (SF) by Yang et al. [35] with three versions of Algorithm 1, using plain bitvectors (BIT), using Elias-Fano compressed bitvectors (BIT sd) and using a wavelet tree (WT), and with Algorithm 2 (RMQ) and its lightweight version (RMQ light). We also evaluated the performance of all algorithms running in parallel, in a sharedmemory multithreading environment.
The algorithms were implemented in C++ using the SDSL library [8] version 2.0
1 . The parallel versions were implemented using C++ OpenMP. The BWTs and document arrays were computed with algorithm gSACA-K 2 [12] . The source code of all algorithms is freely available at https://github.com/felipelouza/ bwsd.
The experiments were conducted on a machine with GNU/Linux 64 bits operating system (Debian 8, kernel 3.16.0-4) with an Intel Xeon processor E5-2630 v3 20M Cache 2.40-GHz, 384 GB RAM and 13 TB SATA storage. The sources were compiled by g++ v 4.9.2, with flags std=c++14, -O3, -m64 and -fomit-frame-pointer.
We used four different real data collections with up to d =15,000 strings, described in Table 1 . Figure 2 (a) shows the running time in seconds of the algorithms, measured using the clock() function of ANSI-C. The running time includes the time spent in building all auxiliary data structures, which is less than 1% of the total time. We stopped the execution of RMQ and RMQ light at d = 10, 500 strings, since it was clear that its running time was going to exceed the others by far.
Running time
BIT and BIT sd were the fastest in all experiments. Comparing with the straightforward algorithm, BIT was 2.4 times faster than SF while BIT sd was 2.0 times faster than SF, on the average. For wikipedia, BIT was 2.9 times faster than SF, whereas BIT sd was approximately 2.4 times faster. WT was 1.4 times faster than SF, on the average. On the other hand, SF was 4.32 times ests: is a collection of DNA sequences of ESTs from C. elegans 5 .
wikipedia: is a collection of pages from a snapshot of the English-language edition of Wikipedia 6 .
faster than RMQ, and SF was 2.47 times faster than RMQ light, on the average. In Section 6.4 we will discuss an unlikely case where the performance of RMQ is better. This results support Algorithm 1 as a practical improvement for computing matrix M d×d , even with the additional time taken by the rank/select operations when plain bitvectors (BIT) are replaced by compressed bitvectors (BIT sd) or wavelet trees (WT). Algorithm 1 performed better than the SF and than Algorithm 2 on all inputs. Figure 2 (b) shows the log 2 peak memory usage in GB of each algorithm measured by the malloc count library 7 . We remark that the input collection uses N bytes, whereas the output matrix takes (d RMQ used approximately 64 and 165 times more space than SF, respectively. We remark that the data structures used by all versions of Algorithm 1 were the same, except for bitvectors and wavelet tree. This result shows that the space used by the plain bitvectors (BIT) may be a bottleneck for Algorithm 1, and the space used by RMQ becomes infeasible. We may conclude that the compressed data structures used by BIT sd and WT provide good space-efficient alternatives comparable to SF and RMQ.
Peak memory
The experiments support the the conclusion that BIT sd is a good time/space trade-off of Algorithm 1.
Parallel versions
The algorithms were parallelized such that each thread solves each line of matrix M d×d independently. We used different number of threads (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32) . We used the first d = 10, 500 strings of the four data collections described in Table 1 . The elapsed time was taken by the directive omp get wtime(). Figure 3(a) shows the running time in seconds of each parallel algorithm as the number of threads increase. BIT and BIT sd were still the fastest algorithms with every number of threads. However, RMQ light presented a much better speedup with the increasing number of threads, as shown in Table 2 . Figure 3 (b) shows the log 2 peak memory usage in GB of each algorithm. The memory usage increased slightly for all algorithms, due to local copies of variables and lists used to compute counters t j kj .
Dissimilar strings
We compared all algorithms on an artificial input where all strings are completely "different", for instance when they come from interleaved and disjoint alphabets. In a situation like this, the document array is composed by d runs. We used the dataset READS to compute BWT and DA, then, we artificially replaced the entries of DA [1, N ] influences this result (see Section 4) . Notice that RMQ and RMQ light were very close, being 2.75 times faster than SF in this experiment, reversing the behavior shown for real datasets. The peak memory was close to the results obtained in Section 6.2 Figure 4 (c) shows the running time in seconds and Figure 4 (d) shows the log 2 peak memory usage in GB of each algorithm running in parallel with d = 10, 500 strings. RMQ and RMQ light achieved an impressive speedup, being faster than SF and getting closer to the other algorithms. The results of peak memory were similar to the results obtained previously.
This result shows that the unlikely situation where all strings are completely "different", the performance of Algorithm 2 may pay off.
Conclusions
In this article we have presented two new algorithms to calculate the Burrows-Wheeler similarity distribution for all pairs of strings in a collection. Our algorithms take advantage of the BWT computed for the concatenation of all strings. Algorithm 1 is based on using rank queries on bitvectors or on a wavelet tree, and Algorithm 2 is based on solving the document-listing problem. We have also explored optimized and parallel implementation variants of the algorithms.
The algorithms were analyzed by experiments on a set of real and artificial collections of strings, having the straightforward algorithm that builds a BWT for each pair of strings as a baseline. The experiments revealed a wide picture of our algorithms' behavior. Three different versions of Algorithm 1 outperformed the straightforward algorithm by a factor of up to 2.9. Two versions of our algorithms exhibited a small memory footprint. Moreover, we obtained good scalability with our parallel variants.
Our algorithms contribute for solving string comparison problems in practice and are specially interesting for the case of biological sequences and other large datasets. While building large phylogenies or comparing a sequence against a large dataset, like current databases of biological sequences, the parallel variants may be quite useful. Other types of applications may benefit as well, for instance, when investigating relations among textual documents through visual phylogenies [31] .
The algorithms we presented here may be extended to evaluate different similarity measures as well, broadening their application and enabling the definition of a class of measures of similarity among strings that is also feasible in practice for large datasets.
